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      Obamanation 
  We tortured some folks. 

Barack Obama, 2014

A MERICA’S FIRST AFRICAN 
American president, Barack Obama was 
elected in 2008 at the onset of the worst 
economic crisis since the Great Depression. 
   Breaking his promise to accept only 
public campaign funding, Obama’s 
campaign raised more money than any 
presidential candidate in history, propelling 
him from relative obscurity to a becoming 
household name in less than a year.
   Awarded AdAge’s coveted Marketer of 
the Year award, ‘Brand Obama’ inspired one 
advertising industry veteran to call the day 
of his election “the biggest day ever in the 
history of marketing.”
   Despite having run on the slogan ‘Change 
We Can Believe In,’ Obama stacked his 
administration with Washington insiders. 
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His ‘anti-war, anti-establishment’ cabinet 
included, among others, former first lady 
(and war hawk) Hillary Clinton as Secretary 
of State, and former CIA director (and war 
hawk) Robert Gates as Secretary of Defense.         
   Even more ironically, Obama’s pick for his 
top economic advisor was former Treasury 
Secretary Larry Summers. A leading 
advocate of banking industry deregulation, 
Summers had been a prime facilitator of the 
ongoing financial collapse and personally 
received millions of dollars from the industry 
he was now charged with overseeing. 
   Having installed Wall Street foxes to 
guard the financial hen-house, Obama then 
embarked on a $13 trillion dollar bailout of 
the banking industry, in what may be the 
greatest transfer of wealth from the poor 
and middle class to the rich in U.S. history. 



(Not surprisingly, Goldman Sachs, 
CitiGroup, JPMorgan Chase, and Morgan 
Stanley were among the top dozen corporate 
contributors to Obama’s campaign.)
   With interest rates at an historic low, 
Obama flooded the government’s balance 
sheet with $10 trillion of new borrowing, 
doubling the national debt in only 8 years. 
   Obama’s flagship domestic reform was 
the Affordable Care Act (‘Obamacare’), 
a pubic/private alternative to the single 
payer, not-for-profit healthcare system long 
favored by the vast majority of Americans. 
Designed to streamline the nation’s bloated, 
expensive, and inefficient healthcare 
system, it was the largest new federal 
government program in several generations.
   Obama claimed it would lower costs and 
extend coverage to millions of  uninsured 
Americans, but many large insurance 
providers pulled out of the scheme, limiting 
options, and premiums and deductibles in 
most markets skyrocketed. (It was later 
revealed that Obama knew that his promise 
“If you like your health plan, you can keep 
it” was a lie, and that millions of Americans 
would lose their plans under the new law.)
   Voters expected Obama to be less 
militaristic in his foreign policy than his 
predecessor, George Bush, but instead, he 
was the first U.S. president to be at war 
during his entire term of office—renewing 
bombing in Iraq, extending the Afghan war 
into Pakistan, bombing Libya, and sending 
U.S. troops to Yemen, Somalia and Syria.     
   After Obama stated that he would increase 
support for Syrian rebels battling President 
Assad if evidence appeared that Assad was 
using chemical weapons, the rebels 
predictably staged a fake chemical attack—
a ‘false flag’ incident that to this day the 
media has not widely acknowledged.

  Illegally using drones to avoid American 
casualties, Obama openly assassinated 
people, including US citizens, each attack 
also killing an estimated 10 to 50 innocent 
bystanders. (Astonishly, Obama received 
the Nobel Peace Prize in 2009 for his 
“extraordinary efforts to strengthen 
international diplomacy and cooperation.”)
   Marketed to a racially-divided country as 
the ‘Great Black Hope,’ Obama’s election 
was compared in historical significance to 
the Emancipation Proclamation, and his 
rhetoric to Martin Luther King Jr.’s “I Have 
a Dream” speech. But once in office, the 
public’s thrill soon faded into resignation.    
   While playing the ‘race card’ at every 
opportunity, Obama did little as president to 
narrow racial gaps in employment, income, 
home ownership, or academic achievement. 
Instead, 29 million more people were added 
to the rolls of food stamp, Medicaid, or 
disability benefit recipients, and a record 
number of adults were unemployed. (In his 
signature, studied ‘folksy’ manner, Obama 
defended his inaction, saying “I can’t pass 
laws that say I’m just helping black folks.”)
   In what be his most enduring legacy, 
Obama’s fanning of racial division helped 
birth the violent Black Lives Matter (BLM) 
Movement, probably setting back race 
relations by decades. In fact, due to his total 
refusal to compromise with political 
opponents, polls rated Obama as the most 
polarizing president in modern history.    
   As civil unrest seethed in the streets, 
Obama ordered portions of the U.S. Army 
Third Division recalled from Iraq and 
redeployed inside the homeland. Their exact 
mission—like that of Obama’s entire 
presidency—was never made clear, but it 
probably wasn’t to hand out free coffee and 
doughnuts to the jobless millions. ◾


